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Hurricane Lessons Learned 
Mexico Hurricanes Ignacio and Marty, August & September 2003 

by Frank & Ellen, s/v Hot Ice, Cheoy Lee Offshore 44 

The weather experts say that to avoid cyclonic storms in the Sea of Cortez stay above 
Latitude 27 North.  In addition, a few U.S. boat insurance companies require vessels that 
want to have continued coverage during hurricane season to stay north of Latitude 27 or 
Cabo San Lucas.  This tends to provide some cruisers in Mexico with a false sense of 
security.  Our Lloyds of London insurance does not stipulate latitudes, providing full 
coverage anywhere, except that the deductible doubles for damage from a �Named� 
storm. 

After many years of preparation and planning, my wife and I left the SF Bay area the end 
of March 2003, and headed south to warm Mexico.  Our target was to get into the Sea of 
Cortez around the La Paz area by June 1.  We met that target enjoying the fantastic 
downwind sailing off the coast of California and the Pacific side of the Baja peninsula.  
Our beloved vessel is Robert Perry designed Cheoy Lee Offshore 44 Ketch.  She 
practically sails herself and has enough storage room to secretly put away a dissembled 
VW Bug.  We had read all the books on dealing with heavy weather including hurricanes 
and felt we could safely handle almost any weather.  Our 25 years of racing on SF Bay 
and the northern California coastal areas had taught us many lessons in winds up to 50 
knots on smaller boats.  We had also learned several hard lessons about anchoring in high 
winds and about various holding grounds.  However, being in the Sea of Cortez when the 
weather forecast on the HF radio nets begin to track hurricanes in late summer, and lay 
out potential zones of impact which include your latitude and longitude, you begin to get a 
little anxious.  You reread all those chapters about hurricanes in your bookcase, and 
really, really begin to detail your specific list of steps to safely secure your boat and 
yourselves.  This is no time to hear someone anchored or docked near to you say �This is 
why I buy boat insurance.� 

A big part of the security of your boat and yourselves in a hurricane is the proper steps 
of preparation taken by any nearby boats.  You may want to consider addressing the laid 
back cruiser and offer to dinghy him and his crew to shore after he sets his boat adrift 
safely out of your area. 

I want to share with you some actual mooring and anchoring techniques that several of us 
took to successfully weather Hurricane Marty while docked in Marina Santa Rosalia.  We 
consider ourselves extremely lucky to have survived without a single scratch, but we did 
take some prudent steps that others should consider when faced with impending similar 
conditions.  Several things happened which we had not considered and we had to take 
some actions not previously planned.  We include actions these in our discussion. 
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A FIRST STEP when cruising and facing the potential for a hurricane is to find the safest 
refuge.  Consider the hurricane�s direction and speed of movement and match that against 
your boat�s best speed and distance to a refuge.  Keep in mind that the �safer side� to a 
hurricane in the Northern Hemisphere is the NW quadrant.  For example, if you are in 
the Sea of Cortez and a storm is coming right up the middle, the �safest� refuge may be a 
fairly secure anchorage on the Baja side vs. a marina on the Mexico mainland side.  The 
mainland side could experience SE winds of 100 knots while the Baja side may see only 
NW 60 knots.  Also keep in mind that hurricane tracks are very hard to predict, but they 
tend to curve towards the NE most of the time in the Northern Hemisphere.  What we 
consider as a �secure� anchorage is one that provides some tall hills almost completely 
around you, or at least in the direction of the anticipated winds and seas, and the sea 
direction is considerably more important than the wind. 

A SECOND STEP in either a marina or an anchorage is to minimize the windage caused by 
your boat and its equipment.  ABSOLUTELY strip the decks - everything removable must 
be removed and stored below.  This action is not so much to protect your sails, etc., but 
reducing windage enables your anchor to hold longer, and your dock lines to last longer.  
Roller furling headsails must come off.  (Many insurance companies will void any coverage 
if ANY sail is left mounted while the boat is unattended.)  Hanked on headsails stored in 
bags need to come off.  Mainsails and mizzen sails come off.  Fuel cans, dodgers, biminis, 
weather clothes, etc., must all come off.  Dinghys should be deflated, rolled up and put 
below; RIBs (partially deflated) and hard dinghy�s can be partially sunk; use long line (two) 
secured to your vessel and protected with anti-chafe gear.  Backup anchors and lines 
should be assembled and lashed down on deck ready to deploy.  While you are dumping all 
your �stuff� below, remember to collect all your money, financial papers, medicines, 
passports, boat documents, etc., into one waterproof bag next to the companionway.  Have 
high-energy foods and snacks requiring little preparation readily available.  Close all 
seacocks except for cockpit drains and bilge pumps; when you need to use the head, open 
the seacock and then re-close it after.  If your boat drags or breaks loose and is beached 
and is lying on its side, even an open sink drain may let water flow into the boat.  Even if 
you are in tropical waters, take out your foul weather gear, life jackets, harnesses, 
tethers, install your jack lines, and have your dive mask and snorkel ready.  Even a 60-
knot blow is difficult to face without some protection to the eyes, nose and face.  Strap 
on your best and sharpest knife because in heavy wind and seas untying a line from a cleat 
is usually impossible.  While doing all this stripping, try to top off your water tanks and 
charge up the batteries.  During and after the blow, you will not be able to run water 
makers, gensets, or main engines due to all the debris in the water.  Tree leaves and 
limbs, trash (especially plastic bags), dead birds, dead animals, and just plain silt material 
will clog all sucking water intakes with surprising swiftness. 

THE THIRD STEP is to secure the boat to a �sound� mooring or set the biggest and best 
anchor you have onboard.  In our opinion the only way to anchor is to set two anchors in 
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tandem (crowning); your largest anchor first and the second shackled on with a 30 foot 
lead about 60 feet from the first.  Next let out all your remaining scope.  If you have all 
chain rode, the snubber or bridle should be at least 30 feet of nylon.  Any other 
deployment of two anchors will not work; trust me.  We saw really bad situations resulting 
from several other �two-anchor� configurations.  In our case with Ignacio, we ran north 
to Puerto Escondito from Agua Verde and anchored in 36� with 320� of 3/8� chain 
attached to a 66# Bruce with a 22# Bruce attached 60� from the larger one.  This 
arrangement did not budge with gusts near 60 knots.  Would it still have held in 100 
knots, I don�t know, but we would have used the same configuration. 

Before you set your ground tackle, take a fast tour around the anchorage and talk to the 
other boats at anchor; how much scope do they have out, what type and size anchor(s) 
they are using.  Determine who is using all chain rode vs. those using chain/line � they 
swing differently!  Pick your spot carefully based on the projected wind direction and the 
type of cruiser of which you may need to anchor downwind from.  Remember, your 
number one problem may be the boat that did not take proper measures or may have 
too small an anchor or too short a rode for this storm, especially if he says �This is 
why I bought boat insurance.� 

For Hurricane Marty we were in Marina Santa Rosalia so we considered various 
alternatives and decided to stay.  The docks were a little rickety, having been only 
patched up from the effects of Hurricane Juliet two years before.  The docks were 
wooden planks surrounding steel pipe pilings at the ends of dock finger.  These bare steel 
pilings were about 16� OD and seemed to be well anchored into the bottom.  At high water 
the exposed area was only about 3 feet.  We used some old but good Dacron mainsheet 
line to take three tight wraps around each piling up high near the top.  We finished with a 
bowline knot with just enough room to run nylon line through the top loop.  The Dacron 
was used to reduce chafe from expanding and contracting around the piling.  We snugged 
a nylon line and then secured a second around the top Dacron loop, but less snug to the 
boat.  All of the nylon lines were secured at our bow, stern, and mid-ship cleats so that 
the second lines could be tightened from the boat, not from the dockside.  We turned the 
boat so it faced out and towards the harbor seawall and the direction of any seas spilling 
over.  Before securing our RIB dinghy up on shore, we rowed our 66# Bruce with 3/8� 
chain out into the harbor a total of 225 feet.  Every 30 minutes we would apply tension to 
the anchor chain with the windless to cause the anchor to dig deeper and deeper until the 
chain remained taut.  We then secured our snubber line out as far as we could reach, 
about 25 feet, and set it to take up the stress.  All of this was done before the first 
strong winds arrived.  There was no boat in the double berth next to us, which was also 
the direction of the expected strongest winds.  The boat to leeward of us did the same 
securing of lines to the pilings as we had done.  One of the other three boats berthed at 
these docks secured his lines only to the dock�s cleats. 
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When the winds began to build (and it was quick) we were clocking 60 knot gusts which 
became sustained 65 knots and higher.  The first problem was the dock cleats; those 
boats using the cleats (attached with 8� x 3/8� bolts with large washers) saw them rip 
right out of the docks.  Our 3/4� nylon lines on the windward side were stretched down to 
about 1/4 inch, that�s when we began to tighten the second set of lines to keep the boat 
safely between the pilings.  There is absolutely no way you could uncleat a single line to 
tighten it up - the line was too tight to even budge.  If for some reason you needed to 
release a line, cutting it was the only way.  Just one hour into the blow the docks began to 
break up.  An unforeseen weak link was the gangway from the floating docks up to the 
pier; its steel pivots broke and the gangway fell into the water.  So, in order to get 
ashore you had to carefully time the surges so that at the high point you could jump the 
6� up to the pier portion.  We were the last ones to leave our boat.  We stuffed our foul 
weather gear pockets with medicines and Ziplock bagged financial and boat-papers.  
Leaving the boat was hard to do, but 30� seas were coming over the breakwater and the 
surge in the harbor seemed as if it was going to tear out the entire marina docks and 
pilings.  The surge within the harbor was not that high but had tremendous force. 

The eye of the hurricane was moving north at 22 knots and passed by us about 30 to 40 
miles off to the east.  We were in the NW quadrant so we had winds at 60 to 80 knots 
while the eastern side of the hurricane (the Mexico mainland side) had 90 to 120 knots.  
We were lucky it moved fast.  At 4 PM the winds came from the north at about 20 knots.  
By 6 PM we were seeing 60 knots, and at about 8 PM it peaked.  But, the surge had only 
started to be a problem.  By 10 PM the wind had dropped to 10 knots from the NW, but 
the surge was still extremely heavy in the harbor.  The surge subsided by about midnight.  
At 60 knots, we were moving about the docks only on all fours.  Up on the pier and land, 
shingles and other debris were flying around like Frisbees with sharp edges. 

As we said earlier, not a scratch, only some badly chafed lines.  We were extremely lucky 
and we are most grateful. 

Frank and Ellen Atteberry 
s/v Hot Ice 
Hurricane Marty, September 22, 2003 


